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COLD OPENING

INT. ISSA’S APARTMENT- KITCHEN- SATURDAY MORNING

Issa sits on a bar stool and opens her computer. We hear a 
few clicks. 

INSERT COMPUTER SCREEN

We see Facebook pull up. Issa scrolls through for a second 
and we hear a notification ding. She clicks. We see a picture 
of Issa dressed nicely. She poses. She scrolls over and 
clicks a comment. We see Kelli’s comment. “Yes bitch. Glow 
the fuck up!” Issa clicks “love.” She smiles.

ISSA (V.O.)
Yaaassssss. I’m on my glow up-

There’s another ding. 

INSERT COMPUTER SCREEN

Issa clicks the message tab. We see a new message from 
“RAEGAN DEE-JONES” Raegan, mid 20s, brown skinned. Big hair. 

Issa rolls her eyes upon looking at the name. 

ISSA (V.O.)
What the hell do annoying ass 
Raegan want?

She opens it.

RAEGAN (V.O.)
Hey cuz. Even though you keep 
leaving me on seen. I just wanted 
to invite you to check out this 
event I’m performing at tonight. 
Here’s the flyer. 



INSERT COMPUTER SCREEN
We see Issa scroll up on the message and notice a few 
messages from Raegan that went ignored. 

ISSA (V.O.)
Damn, I did leave her annoying ass 
on seen. 

Issa’s phone rings. We see Molly is calling. Issa picks up 
the phone and answers.

ISSA
(Singing)

What it is hoe?

MOLLY
What? 

ISSA
Ying Yang Twins? Nevermind. What’s 
up?

Issa holds the phone with her shoulder. She continues to 
scroll on Facebook. 

INSERT COMPUTER SCREEN
Issa continues to scroll. Clicks on Raegan’s page. She begin 
to scrolls slowly.

MOLLY
What we getting into today?

ISSA
My cousin just invited me to some 
R&B Only event to see her sing.

Issa clicks on a flyer. “R&B ONLY LA” She looks at it for a 
moment. 
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MOLLY
I heard about that event. Wait. 
What cousin?

ISSA
I only got one cousin!

Issa clicks on a picture of Raegan. Showing a “Transformation 
Tuesday.” We see younger picture of Raegan. In a pose trying 
to show off her butt. She wears a lot of make up. Next to it 
is an up to date more artistic picture of Raegan. 

MOLLY
Annoying ass Raegan? Is she any 
good?

ISSA
She seems legit. 

MOLLY
Are you going?

ISSA
Well, she mentioned I been leaving 
her on seen so I feel like we have 
to go. 

Issa clicks out of that photo and continues to scroll. We see 
an “In A Relationship” post.

ISSA (CONT’D)
In a relationship? What nigga want 
to put up with her annoying ass?

MOLLY
Probably some lame ass nigga.

ISSA
(Jokingly)

Right. Some broke ass- lame ass 
nigga.
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END OF COLD OPENING
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